
 

The Opening 

While prior finance experience is not required, a successful candidate must possess a strong interest in 
learning about finance and global markets. Our senior advisors and customized training programs will 
help start your quant journey at WorldQuant. 

Quantitative Research Intern 

• Have a strong understanding of the investment research process to build computer-based models 
that seek to predict the movements of the global financial markets.  

• Analyze and apply various types of data to the financial markets through rigorous exploration and 
unconstrained thinking 
   

What We Offer 

• Top performers during internship may be eligible for a full-time offer 
• Competitive compensation 
• Join our established mentoring program and receive one-on-one guidance by an accomplished 

advisor  
• Develop a global vision with opportunities to exchange ideas with various teams in WorldQuant 

global offices. Top performers may be eligible to relocate to one of WorldQuant’s overseas trading 
offices if promoted to the position of Portfolio Managers 

• Flexibility of self-managed work progress, comfortable working environment, and rich employee 
activities 
   

What We Need 

• Pursuing a B.S. or above degree from a leading university in related fields (e.g. Electrical 
Engineering, Physics, Computer Science, Mathematics, Financial Engineering, Big Data) 

• Candidates of intern positions should be graduating in late 2024 or 2025 
• Demonstrated ability of at least one programming language, e.g. C++, python, etc.; familiar with 

systems like Linux/Unix 
• Research experience in NLP, Deep Learning, or AI is a plus for data science roles  
• Good English reading and writing skills 

  

Recruitment Calendar 

1. Application and CV submission –from today 
2.  Interview – April to mid May 
3. Offer – start from May 
4. Background check – May to late Jun 
5. Internship - early Jul to late Aug 

  

APPLY NOW: https://www.worldquant.com/career-listing/?id=4084570006  

The position is based in our research office in Beijing or Shanghai 

  

https://www.worldquant.com/career-listing/?id=4084570006
https://www.worldquant.com/career-listing/?id=4084570006


About Us 

WorldQuant (www.worldquant.com) is a quantitative asset management firm founded in 2007 and 
currently has over 1000 employees working in 26 global offices. Employees of the China research offices 
are graduates from top universities in China and around the globe, and they hold degrees in the STEM 
fields, Finance, and other related areas. WorldQuant develops and deploys systematic financial strategies 
across a variety of asset classes in global markets. We seek to produce high-quality predictive signals 
(alphas*) through our proprietary research platform to employ financial strategies focused on exploiting 
market inefficiencies.  

* WorldQuant defines alphas as mathematical models that seek to predict the future price movements of 
various financial instruments. 

 

http://www.worldquant.com/

